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QUESTION 1

You are designing a solution for a customer who wants to optimize network performance for their iSCSI environment of
20 Microsoft SQL servers on their Hitachi NAS Platform. Which three actions do you suggest to the customer? (Choose
three.) 

A. Create a private VLAN between the Microsoft SQL server and the Hitachi NAS Platform. 

B. Create a LAG on the Hitachi NAS platform using all available interfaces. 

C. Use the latest open source iSCSI initiator in the Microsoft SQL server. 

D. Use the spanning tree protocol. 

E. Add multiple network interfaces to their Microsoft SQL server and use MPIO. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You are designing a solution for a customer who has the following requirements for their NAS environment:
-Synchronous replication for all their filesystems -Automated failover -Stretched cluster at a distance of 50 km Which
solution should you recommend? 

A. File Replication 

B. SyncDR 

C. Hitachi Universal Replicator 

D. Object Replication 

Correct Answer: B  

 

QUESTION 3

Your customer plans to purchase a Hitachi NAS Platform. They are requesting information about optical connector type
support on their 10 GbE data network. Which type of connectivity is available on the Hitachi NAS Platform without any
connector conversion kit? 

A. LC connectors are supported for optical connectivity on the 4080 model. 

B. SC type of GBICs are an option on the 3080 model. 

C. STP connectors are supported on the 3090 model. 

D. MTRJ connectors are supported on all models. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

A Hitachi NAS Platform customer has NFS clients accessing files on a UNIX security mode virtual volume. What
security information is before granting or denying access? (Choose three.) 

A. UID 

B. atime 

C. GID 

D. file permission 

E. SID 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You are designing a solution to replace a customer\\'s existing NetApp FAS3140. The customer uses Snapshot and
SnapMirrorto provide local snapshots and DR protection. They perform a daily snapshot which is retained for 30 days
and they execute SnapMirror on a 15 minute interval. In the event of a failover to the DR site, all the locally executed
snapshots are available for use on the DR system. How should you configure snapshot rules with replication to provide
equivalent capabilities? 

A. on the source system that is by the object replication policy 

B. on the source and target systems using two different object replication policies, one of which both snapshot rules 

C. on the target system only by the object replication policy 

D. on the source and target systems using a single object replication policy 

Correct Answer: B 
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